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“Originally this plot [Moghalmari village] was one mile square but it has now been converted into 
orchards and corn-fields save where the royal palace once reared its lofty head, and even here only 

doleful remains of its former glory do call forth a sigh and a tear from the spectator…” 

Nagendra Nath Vasu, The Archaeological Survey of Mayurbhanj, 1911 

 

 

The Moghalmari (Sokhisena) Mound 

  

Moghalmari, a non-descript village on the south-west border of West Medinipur and 
West Bengal, has been recently brought to light as a vast archaeological site of early 
medieval Buddhist settlement having a gigantic Buddhist monastery, most likely of a pre-
Pala erai by the Department of Archaeology, Calcutta University, under the supervision of 
Dr. Asok Datta. However, the archaeological importance of the area of Dantan, which 
became a forgotten remnant of a (Danda) ‘bhukti’ and ‘mandala’ from the early medieval 
period, was earlier understood by the British historians and by Nagendranath Basu. One 
such British surveyor H. L. Harrison reported in 1873: 

“On the occasion of excavating earth to get out bricks and stones for the use of 
Rajghat Road under construction several magnificent remains of the old buildings 
have been discovered at Satdeula and Moghalmari, and bricks and stones, it is 
estimated have been dug out, numbering about 26 lakhs, and some crores yet lie 
buried under the ground."ii
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When Nagendra Nath Basu made a survey of the region, he found traces of ancient 
remains at Dantan: 

“By the side of the entrance into Mughalmari from the side of Dantan is a mound 
generally called Pathcala of Sashisena. Completely lost in ruins now, it was at one 
time a big structure of oblong shape, measuring 120 ft from east to west and 110 
from north to south. Hidden under its debris, and scattered all around are to be 
found heaps of large bricks; and elderly natives assert that formerly a much larger 
quantity of this material was lying about in the heaps which the people of the 
adjacent villages have since utilized for their private purposes. Even now over and 
along the road, half a mile in length, which runs from the gada of Shokhisenaiii to 
the ruins of the palace of Vikramajit in the heart of the village are to be found 
remnants of brick-built structures.”iv 

Locally some people of Dantan were also aware of the archaeological importance of this 
place. One such exceptional person Sri Lalit Mohan Samanta wrote in an application 
seeking help from the governments (copy forwarded to the curator of Asutosh Museum, 
dated 21/03/1958): 

“Considering its antiquity and past glorious history from the Buddhist era to 
Hindu and Mohamadan period few well-wishers of Dantan felt the importance of 
its past historical study as well as the research work of its old relics, records and 
ruins…”.v 

After this, the place seems to have been quite forgotten and nothing was done to 
uncover the history of this place. However, the “Dantapur Museum” remained attached to 
the library and most of the artefacts collected by Sri Samanta are still there though in a 
bit neglected condition.  

Prologue to the Discovery 

In 1999 a team of experts, including Prof. Bratindra Nath 
Mukherjee and Prof. Asok Datta, from the Department of 
Archaeology, Calcutta University in quest of some archaeological 
evidences of maritime tradevi of Bengal through the river 
Subarnarekha of ancient times and reached Dantan, a rural town 
on the outskirts of Bengal-Odisha border. Sri Narendranath 
Biswas, a local history enthusiast and an educationist drew their 
attention to a large mound, lying at the village of Moghalmari, 
locally known as ‘Sakhisonar Dhipi’ and also “Sashisonar Dhipi”. 
After inspecting the “structural mound”vii and the village, Dr. 
Datta was confirmed of its historical importanceviii and decided to undertake excavation 
at suitable time.  

 

Prof. Asok Datta (1947-2012) 
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The excavations and the findings 

Phase I: 2003-2004 

The excavation operation of the first stage was taken up in the academic session of 2003-
2004. Initially Prof. Datta selected three parts of the village for the excavation and termed 
the parts MGM1, MGM2 and MGM3. The mound of the monastery was marked as MGM, 
the compound before Sri Kalipada Mishra’s house was marked as MGM2 and MGM3 was 
marked on an area beside a pathway. Prof. Datta and his team found a brick wall of 
26.53m in length running in a north-south direction with a projection of traditional ‘tri-
ratha’ structure of ancient religious temples. This structure formed probably a wall of a 
small monastic complex. The wall rises up to 113cm of height from its plinth and the 
width varies between 1.89m to 2m. They also found some regular square or rectangular 
cell structures attached to the outer wall of the southern part which roughly measure 
between 3.20m x 2.80m and 2.45m x 2.35m.  

 On the other hand, from MGM 2 they found three circular Buddhist stupas of 
bricks measuring 2.80m, 2m and 1.25 m in diameter. Five such small stupas have been 
found, which attest to the fact that the main stupa must have been there somewhere in 
the vicinity. From a thorough investigation of the structure, availability of several 
antiquities like terracotta lamps, seals, a large amount of potteries (marked with a great 
influence of Gupta period) of MGM 1, Dr. Datta came to the conclusion that the brick 
structure must have been “a religious one if not Buddhist in precise”. 

 

Another view of the mound 

Second Phase excavation: 2006-07 

The second excavation took place within the academic session of 2006-07. This time the 
team found an extensive wall running in a north-south direction at eastern part of the 
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mound. The wall was highly ornamented with stucco decorations which lie between 50cm 
and 118cm from the surface level. The decorative stucco panels were created over the 
decorative bricks of uniform range of depth and thickness. But construction of this part 
seems to be of an earlier age than that of the western part. Thus Dr. Datta assumed that 
whole of the monastery was constructed in two phases: “the excavation further reveals 
that there were, at least, two phases of structural activity”ix.  One in an earlier period and 
another one later. They also found another structure below the newly discovered 
structure on the site of MGM 1 which could not be examined due to the remaining upper 
structure. On the other hand a tri-ratha structure of the monastic complex could be 
portrayed out from the account of the remaining western wall. This was a 22m x 22m 
complex belonging to a late medieval period whereas the construction period of the 
eastern part was yet to be discovered. Notably, while the eastern wall was exclusively 
stucco decorated, the western wall was only lime plastered with no decorations over it. A 
massive amount of antiquities were found from this excavation that again affirms the 
quality of taste of those craftsmen. Noticeably the finding of a Buddha image, measuring 
24cm x14cm, emphasizes the greater influence of the Buddhist cult on this settlement.  

 

Location of Moghalmari 

Third Phase Excavation: 2007-2008 

The third attempt of excavation was taken up within the academic session of 2007-2008. 
This time a fair account of the outer eastern wall could be unearthed. Prof. Datta reports: 
“The outer eastern wall of the monastery was extensively decorated with stucco floral 
designs and the excavation further reveals the existence of beautiful niches built with 
decorative bricks at regular intervals on the eastern wall of the monastic complex”.x The 
eastern wall was almost 60m in length and took a sharp turn towards the west at its north 
point. The south-eastern part of this monastery had a series of cells measuring 
approximately 2.5m x 2.5m, which were attached to the outer wall. But those cells were 
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constructed in two phases: one in an early medieval period and the other one in a late 
medieval period. A cultural deposit of 0.45m of thickness marks the difference between 
these two eras. At the depth of 1m from surface level a mortar rammed-lime plastered 
wide floor has been found and it is supposed to be the courtyard of the earlier 
constructed monastery. A lime plastered drain has also been found at the northern part of 
the mound. Again the discovery of a circular brick stupa at the eastern part of the mound 
indicates that this religious complex was possibly a Buddhist one.  

Several antiquities found from this area: “two stucco heads, one stone female deity, 
few fragmentary pieces of stone sculptures including one proto-Bengali script, one copper 
coin (possibly pre-Kushana), large number of stucco decorative elements, decorative 
bricks and huge quantity of pottery”.xi Pottery, decorative bricks, stucco sculptures, a 
proto-Bengali script, a copper coin (probably of pre-Kushana eraxii) prove again that the 
monastic complex was primarily constructed in an early medieval period. But it was 
reconstructed or repaired in some parts in the veru late medieval period. 

 The excavation in MGM 3 also brought forth some evidences of the significant 
features of the early medieval era. The most remarkable discovery of that part was four 
terracotta seal matrices which were indistinctly inscribed with some ancient letters. Two 
of them, which could be read out, spell as “Srivarma”. According to Prof. Datta, “the 
scripts represent the eastern variety of post-Gupta Brahmi datable to 7-8th century AD”.xiii 

 
Excavated part 
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Fourth Phase Excavation: 2009-2010 

The fourth phase excavation was conducted in the academic session of 2009-2010. This 
time a beautiful gateway of brick structure was discovered at the northern part of this 
monastery. The gateway was found beautifully decorated with two brick pillars on both 
the sides and crowned with a shape of ‘Purnaghata’ (a pot full of water) carved out on 
bricks. Two beautifully decorated niches of 34cm x 80cm were found attached to the brick 
pillars. Probably these were used to keep the images of deitiesxiv. This time the unique 
architectural plan for entering the monastery was discovered. As the general plinth of the 
monastery is 3.4m in height, a wide ramp of 7.55m of length and 7.07m of width had to be 
created on the same level to enter the complex which was made of mud and brickbats 
and was supported by thick wallsxv. The ramp which even had stairs landed on a 6.60m 
wide brick platform that is surrounded with a number of cells at both of its sides that 
measure approximately 2.5m x 2.5m. Some of them are attached to the northern outer 
wall of the monastery. The most noticeable revelation from this operation, as found so 
far, a wide range of decorative and non decorative bricks that have been used to construct 
this huge structure. As many as 22 types of bricks have been found so far which include a 
variety of lotus motifs either in a full bloomed or a partly bloomed form.xvi 

Fifth Phase Excavation: 2010-2011 

The fifth excavation which was conducted during the session of 2010-2011 exposed the 
massive structure of the southern wall of the monastery. The whole of the wall was 
constructed in two phases. The earlier one is of 3.35m in height whereas the upper part 
measures .65m over the earlier structurexvii. This wall is beautifully stucco decorated and 
lime plastered with floral motifs mostly predominated by lotus and lotus petals. Some 
human figures like stucco of a human head (Lord Buddha?), figures of devotees etc. are 
also found. Delicate artifacts like human figures with folded hands also along with a 
pattern of “Bodhi tree” emphasize again the Buddhist tradition of ritualistic practicexviii.  

 

Remains of a Votive Stupa 
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At the southern part of the monastery there is found a mortar rammed and a lime 
plastered circumbulatory passage (Pradakshina patha) constructed just upon the virgin 
soil that remained water logged for several years. On this pradakshina patha a circular 
votive stupa was found of almost 1.59m of diameter and, a large number of terracotta 
lamps have also been discovered from here which show a ritualistic trend of the Buddhist 
sect. Regretfully enough, a prominent mark of destruction or demolition of the earlier 
structure by either any natural calamity or a human encroachment is very much apparent 
in this sectionxix. A later renovation and reconstruction of the monastery in late medieval 
era provided it with strength but the tradition of casting enthralling plastic art gradually 
disappeared.  

From these two phases of construction the economic conditions of the inhabitant 
monks can be readily traced out. Taking into account the cell structures, utilized bricks, 
stucco decorations, an extensive use of lime and mortar it can be assumed that the monks 
of the earlier phase enjoyed better financial conditions than that of the later inhabitants 
of this religious institution.xx 

Among the antiquities found from this place a terracotta seal inscription dating 
back to 8th-9th century AD contains a five line Buddhist hymn depicting the words from 
Lord Goutama Buddha in Siddhamatrika version termed as ‘Dharmaparyay’. This seal 
measures 3.5cm in its diameter. Again a terracotta votive tablet with an engraving of lord 
Goutama Buddha in his ‘dhyan mudra’ (Dharma-chakra-prabartana) is found and two 
rows of miniature Buddha forms can be found at the bottom of this tablet. This tablet 
measures 6.5cm in diameterxxi.  

 

A votive tablet 

Sixth Phase Excavation: 2011-2012 

The sixth excavation had to be conducted in two phases due to a financial scarcity. After a 
pause of about one month after the first part of the excavation the second part or the 7th 
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phase excavation resumed with financial support of the Buddhist Studies Centre of 
Bhatter College, Dantan; Panchayet Samiti of dantan Block 1 along with the fund of 
Calcutta University itself. The team got some fund from Dr. Rupendra Kumar 
Chattopadhyay of the Department of Archaeology, Calcutta Universityxxii.  

In the first part of the sixth excavation that was taken up during the period 2011-
2012 a further investigation was carried out on to the eastern wall of the monastery. The 
team found that the height of the plinth of the earlier structure is 3.5mxxiii. The outer 
eastern wall measures almost 60m in its length in a north-south direction. An intensive 
excavation reveals another wall lying parallel to the outer eastern wall in the north south 
direction that is magnificently stucco decorated with several divine and semi-divine 
figurines. Each one of these is placed within 70cm x 70cm of square niches. Almost 13 
such figurines have been found which are placed in the respective niches projected at a 
regular interval.xxiv This collection contains Gana figure, Kuvera figure (a brahmanical 
demi god of wealth), snake goddess (Janguli may be) figure, dancing couple (much 
resembles with the figurines that were found from Mahaprasthangarh of Bangladesh), 
flying Gan dharba (angel) figurines etc. The southern outer wall of the monastery that lies 
in an east-west direction measures approximately 60m by its length. Thus it is almost 
clear that the monastery itself stands on a 60m x 60m of square areaxxv.  

In Second part of the 6th excavation the decorative wall that was found earlier 
running parallel to the outer eastern wall of the monastery was 31.90m by its length and 
formed a 6.66m long and a 1m wide projection after running 13.33m towards the north. 
But the rest of the part could not be discovered due to a severe damage in this portion. 
The average width of this wall is 80cm. But at the foundation level the width measures 
almost 1m. A massive brick wall of a later period was found at a depth of 1.75m from the 
surface level. The wall was 1.45m by its width and running parallel to the above 
mentioned decorative wall standing at a distance of 1.88m. This wall structure stands bare 
without any plastic coat or decorations either in the inner side or the outer. The team 
discovered some connecting walls between these two walls and they are projected at a 
7.55m of regular intervals. These connecting walls measure 7.55m x 1.75m leaving a hollow 
chamber inside this.  

 Besides the antiquities found from this excavation like  terracotta lamps, stucco 
fragments, sprinklers, iron nails, footed bowls, hopscotch, spouted bowls, a large number 
of potteries etc. four  types of terracotta votive tablets were also found which were 
altogether 17 in number.xxvi  

1. The first type shows Lord Buddha as a central figure seated in a Padmasana 
and is being attended by four standing Bodhisatva figurines in both of his 
sides. Rest of the part is decorated with miniature forms of meditating 
Buddha. 

2. In the second type also the meditating figure of Lord Buddha is the central 
character, but seated on a Bhadrasana in a European style. Here also he is 
accompanied by the two standing Bodhisatva figurines in each side. Every 
figurine is framed within a replica structure of Odishi nagara style temple 
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form with prominent ‘Amalaka’ at the top. Below this row there lies a 
Buddhist inscription that reads ‘Ye dharma hetu prabhababa…’. Below the 
inscription there are some forms of miniature votive stupas. 

3. The third specimen of these tablets contains a big stupa at its centre 
surrounded by a hundreds of miniature stupas. 

4. The fourth or the last one is a blank tablet without any character. 

The votive tablets found from Moghalmari are “made with a very local idiom, 
which was circulated only within the surrounding area and was perhaps associated with a 
specific Buddhist cult of Avolokiteswara that was practiced in this particular 
monastery”.xxvii According to Peter Skilling, an authority on ancient South Asian Buddhist 
votive tablet, the specimens discovered from Moghalmari stand unique as they are in all 
possibility made for a “specific ritual that would never be repeated.”xxviii 

From all the evidences acquired so far it can be concluded that the construction of 
Moghalmari monastery was initially a 6th century establishment with a simple but 
massive reconstruction of 9th/10th century AD.xxix From the architectural point of view, as 
clarified by the scholars, it resembles much the Somepura Mahabihara of Bangladesh. 
According to Dr. Asok Datta, this is the largest monastery among all the monasteries 
found so far in Bengal. He again asserts that this monastery did not stand in isolation. It 
was connected to the other monasteries like Nalanda and Bodh Gaya of Magadha and 
Jairampur, Basta, Khiching, Baleswar, Pushpagiri of Oddra or ancient Odisha through a 
convenient river way of Subarnarekha.xxx 

 

Art and Architecture 

Bricks 

An awe-inspiring discovery from Moghalmari is the use of wide variety of decorative and 
non-decorative bricks and stucco figures. Around 40 kinds of bricks are found from these 
excavations which were collected generally from MGM 1 and MGM 2.xxxi The bricks found 
from MGM 3 could not be examined due to its poor condition and they are not in a state 
to be examined. It is notable that the third kind of bricks, excavated from MGM 1 (7: 4.3:1) 
and an almost ‘homogenous kind of bricks from MGM 2 (7.3 :4.7 :1) form the group of 
largest shape that probably belong to the early medieval period of either post-Gupta or 
pre-Pala period. The rest of the part belongs to the Pala or post-Pala eraxxxii.  
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Stucco figures found on the walls 

Stucco 

Apart from an extensive use of decorative bricks a large variety of stucco decorations have 
been found in excavation. From the historical point of view the use and preparation of 
stucco were also known to the Harappan people. Stucco as a building material was even 
referred to the 2nd volume of Vinay Pitaka where we find ‘sudhachadanam’, interpreted as 
stucco-made roof besides five other materials of roof construction. But stucco as a 
decorative material in Eastern India flourished meticulously in Gupta periodxxxiii. 

The stucco as an ingredient of plastic art was found to be utilized first time in 
Gandhara region that lay around Peshwar and northern Pakistan. The stucco decorations 
of Gandhara region was inspired by Iranian counterpart of Petropolis or Sasanian 
architecture.xxxiv The executed stucco figurines of Buddha, Bodhistva and other relief 
works of this region followed the patronage of the people of pre-Christian era. According 
to Durga Basu, Associate Professor of the Department of Archaeology of Calcutta 
University, “there is evidence that people from north western parts came to the Gangetic 
plain and entered Bengal, so it is possible that they brought with them this cultural 
trend”.xxxv She says that “here the stucco art is mainly mixture of lime, sand and mud, in 
the north western part the mix also contained gypsum”.xxxvi Remarkably, unlike 
Raktamrittika monastery of Karnasubarna which is ornamented with the plastic art of 
local form the Moghalmari monastery reflects the tradition of middle Gangetic region. 
Anusua Das, an archaeologist and art historian, attached to the Indian museum in 
Kolkata, told the Frontline that “the Moghalmari artifacts clearly reflect the artistic trend 
of the Middle Ganga region, highly influenced by the Gupta art tradition. The themes, the 
styles even the facial expressions of the figures, are very reminiscent of the Gupta 
tradition of the Middle Ganga region”xxxvii. 
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Other stucco figures 

The floral motifs consisting of lotus and lotus petals are very common among these 
stucco panels. But most significant mark of stucco design is the running lotus panels of 
this monastery that acutely resembles the lotus panels found in the stupa no. 3 along with 
the other decorative panels of the monastery of Nalandaxxxviii. It is evident thus that the 
artisans of Moghalmari were aware of the contemporary trend of stucco plastic art. The 
best example of Moghalmari regarding stucco work are found in a west facing wall that 
runs parallel to the eastern outer wall. This wall contains several gods and semi divine 
gods like Kuvera, a snake goddess, dancing couple etc.  

 

More stucco figures 
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Importance of Moghalmari in History 

From the historical point of view, West Medinipur possesses no significant historical 
evidence of the period earlier than early 7th century AD. Two copperplate inscriptions 
which were found from ‘Sorogram’ record the names of Shubhakirti and Somdatta who 
were entrusted with the administrative charge as ‘uprik’ (the administrative authority 
under the Gupta Governance) by Gour Raj (king of Gour) Sasanka (590-625 AD) after he 
conquered ‘Dandabhukti’ (probably the present-day Dantan) in the 1st half of the 7th 
century AD. Sasanka did not include the conquered provinces right after his victory into 
his empire. Rather he left the administrative charges on those local Rajas (kings) who 
were ruling over that part. The ancestors of Somdatta ruled Dantan-Mayurbhanja-
Baleswar-Katak in 6th-7th century AD.  

The location of the monastery played a crucial role for flourishing the monastery 
from every aspect. The monastery stood upon an important trade-way from Pataliputra to 
Bisakhapatanam that passed through ‘Dandabhukti’. Another branch way from 
Tamralipta port was too connected to this site. According to Durga Basdu: “Since it was 
located in the Tamralipta region, we can presume that it was traders rather than the king 
who were behind the growth of this monastery.”xxxix It is agreeably proved again when a 
grey pot (handi) full with about 200 ancient cowries was discovered from the 5th phase 
excavation. Dr. Datta said that these cowries were brought from Maldweep which had a 
financial value at that timexl. This area was, in all probability, connected to Maldweep by 
its business terms through Tamralipta port. 

Prof. Datta concluded his report with optimistic future for the site. He wrote: 

On the basis of archaeological evidences including paleography and artform/style, 
we can safely place the early monastery to 6th CE and as it stands unique in terms 
of stucco decoration and decorative bricks, it can only be compared with the 
similar monasteries of Vikramshila, Nalanda, Paharpur, Mainamati etc. of India 
and Bangladesh. We hope this discovery will add new chapter in the history of 
Bengal in near future.”xli 

Unfortunately Prof. Datta passed away suddenly on 31st July, 2012 leaving behind a great 
legacy and unforgettable memory.  

Recent Developments 

In the site was taken over in 2012 by the state archaeology department and fund was 
sanctioned for its excavation, preservation and construction of a museum. A completely 
new phase excavation was undertaken, which turned out to be a very quick success with 
some important discoveries. First, a gold coin, claimed to have been issued by the king 
Samachardeva, and a gold pendant were unearthedxlii. Then six terracotta tablets, bearing 
the inscription “Ye darma hetu prabhabo...maha shaman”xliii were “found inside a 
container that was kept below a staircase”xliv. But the most important discovery of this 
phase, and of course, of all the phases, is the discovery of the “monastic seal” bearing the 
name of the monastery, “Sribandak Mahavihara”xlv. However, detailed report of this phase 
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of excavation is awaited and it is hoped that many new important information will come 
to light.  

Conclusion 

The State Government under the active leadership of Smt. Mamata banerjee has taken 
appropriate measures for conservation and developing the monastery and the lake 
Sarasanka for tourism. Following this, we can hope that the government and other 
authorities will take care of other archaeological sites like Kakrajit, Satdeulia (Ektarpur), 
Uttarraibar, the Shyamaleshwar Temple comples—places which had been the active 
cultural sites in ancient Danda-bhukti and make arrangement for further research. It is 
also expected that the old temples of Dantan—which are important from the 
architectural point of view, will get protection and necessary repair. It is also time that 
the “Dantapur Museum”, established by Sri Samanta is properly taken care of and the 
relics come into public knowledge. Once these assets are developed, the ancient 
Dandabhukti, can get its due place in history.  

 
Disclaimer: The authors do not claim any form of expertise on archaeology or history. The article is an 
attempt at familiarizing people with the site and popularizing it. 
All the photographs here are by Tarun Tapas Mukherjee 
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“দাাঁতননয বফখ্যাত মভাঘরভাযী গ্রাভ আনত একবি ৭ আঃ বযবভত ফদু্ধভুবতি ংগ্র কবযয়া দাাঁতন াধাযন াঠাগানয ংযক্ষণ 
কবযয়াবি  ংফাদত্র ভাযপৎ আায প্রচায কবযয়াবি।...দাাঁতননয স্থানন স্থানন উন্মুক্ত প্রান্তয  ফড় ফড় ুষ্কবযণীগুবর মদবখ্নর 
ভনন য় এখ্ানন ফুদ্ধমুনগয ফহু ংঘাযাভ গবড়য়া উবঠয়াবির। ... মভাঘরভাযী গ্রাভ আনত একবি ক্ষুদ্র স্তূ খ্ননকানর ননক 
প্রাচীন ভূদ্রা ায়া বগয়াবির, ভনন য় ঐ ভূদ্রাগুবর গুপ্তমনুগয ভুদ্রা আনফ। ঐ কর ভূদ্রায কনয়কবি অবভ ংগ্র কবযয়াবি। 
জনাধাযনণয জ্ঞতা মতু মানা মায় নননক নথিয মরানব ঐ কর ভূদ্রা গরাআয়া বফক্রয় কবযনতনি —ফাস্তুবফক আা বত 
বযতানয বফলয়”।  (from his manuscript, page 16.) 
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